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Abstract - Hand Gesture Recognition System project will design and build a man-machine interface using a video camera 
to interpret the American one-handed sign language alphabet gestures. Advantage is that the user not only can 
communicate from a distance, but need have no physical contact with the computer. The amount of computation required 
to process hand gestures is much greater than that of the mechanical devices such as keyboard, mouse; however standard 
desktop computers with webcam are now quick enough to make this project. Gesture recognition is an area of active 
current research in computer vision. Body language is an important way of communication among humans, adding 
emphasis to voice messages or even being a complete message by itself. Thus, hand gesture recognition systems could be 
used for improving human-machine interaction.The way humans interact with computers is constantly evolving, with the 
general purpose being to increase the efficiency and effectiveness by which interactive tasks are completed. Real-time, 
static hand gesture recognition affords users the ability to interact with computers in more natural and intuitive ways.  
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I. INTRODUCTION

This survey presents an overview of the challenging field of static hand gesture recognition, which mainly consists 
of the recognition ofwell-defined signs based on a posture of the hand. Since human beings tend to differ in terms of 
size and shape, the most challenging problem consists of the segmentation and the correct classification of the 
information’s gathered from the input data, captured by one or more cameras. The aim of this report is to show 
which techniques have successfully been tested and used in order to solve the problems mentioned above yielding a 
robust and reliable static hand gesture recognition system. 
With the development of information technology in our society, we can expect that computer systems to a larger 
extent will be embedded into our environment. These environments will impose needs for new types of human 
computer-interaction, with interfaces that are natural and easy to use. 
The user interface (UI) of the personal computer has evolved from a text-based command line to a graphical 
interface with keyboard and mouse inputs. However, they are inconvenient and unnatural. The use of hand gestures 
provides an attractive alternative to these cumbersome interface devices for human-computer interaction (HCI). 
User’s generally use hand gestures for expression of their feelings and notifications of their thoughts. In particular, 
visual interpretation of hand gestures can help in achieving the ease and naturalness desired for HCI. Vision has the 
potential of carrying a wealth of information in a nonintrusive manner and at a low cost; therefore it constitutes a 
very attractive sensing modality for developing hand gestures recognition. Recent researches [1, 2] in computer 
vision have established the importance of gesture recognition systems for the purpose of human computer 
interaction. The primary goal of gesture recognition research is to create a system which can identify specific human 
gestures and use them to convey information or for device control. A gesture may be defined as a physical 
movement of the hands, arms, face, and body with the intent to convey information or meaning. Gesture recognition, 
then, consists not only of the tracking of human movement, but also the interpretation of that movement as 
semantically meaningful commands.  
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Design and development of real time human to machine interactions by gesture recognition requires further 
improvement to detect hand motion information accurately and get efficient pattern matching of hand movement. It 
faces problems in gesture performed by different performers. 

II. AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 
American Sign Language is the language of choice for most deaf people in the United States. It is part of the “deaf 
culture” and includes its own system of puns, inside jokes, etc. However, ASL is one of the many sign languages of 
the world. As an English speaker would have trouble understanding someone speaking Japanese, a speaker of ASL 
would have trouble understanding the Sign Language of Sweden. ASL also has its own grammar that is  
different from English. ASL consists of approximately 6000 gestures of common words with finger spelling used to 
communicate obscure words or proper nouns. Finger spelling uses one hand and 26 gestures to communicate the 26 
letters of the alphabet. The signs can be seen in fig 2.1      

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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This system architecture drawn from ASL HGRS. It works for both static and dynamic hand patterns. The camera 
captures the image and passes it as input to system. The system then calibrates that image for its measurement. The 
Hand tracking algorithm tracks the hand for static or dynamic gestures.  According to that  output get generated.  

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Hand Gesture Recognition System (HGRS) can run on any type of Windows platform. The Pre-requisite is that 
we should have Web Camera drivers plugged on computer. When user runs the application he has to choose Web 
Camera through which he can give gesture input to application. 
 There are some conditions that must follow by the user they are 
� Distance between web camera and hand should not be more than 1ft, 
� Background may not be complex, 
� Should provide continuous inputs in particular time periods ( 3 sec), 
� Must follow standard ASL gesture format. 

The standard database is stored in SQL database server. When user provides input some image processing 
functions such as background removal, convert to gray, edge detection, blob detection, etc are performed on input 
frame. Then this image is compared with standard database images using Exhaustive template matching function 
provided by AForge .NET framework. If input image matches with any image in database then the recognized 
character is displayed on text box. This recognized character is then converted to audio using SAPI. User must 
provide second input after particular time stamp (3 sec).User can provide many characters when he clicks on STOP 
button the recognition process stops, he can continue whenever he wants. 

V. TEMPLATE MATCHING ALGORITHM

 The template matching method is used as a simple method to track objects or patterns that we want to 
search for in the input image data. It recognizes a segment with the highest correlation as a target. The concept of 
this method is similar to that of SNF (Strongest Neighbor Filter) that regards the measurement with the highest 
intensity as target-originated among other measurements. The SNF assumes that the strongest neighbor (SN) 
measurement in the validation gate originates from the target of interest and the SNF utilizes the SN in the update 
step of a standard Kalman filter (SKF). The SNF is widely used along with the nearest neighbor filter (NNF), due to 
computational simplicity in spite of its inconsistency of handling the SN as if it is the true target. Probabilistic 
Strongest Neighbor Filter for m validated measurements (PSNF-m) accounts for the probability that the SN in the 
validation gate originates from the target while the SNF assumes at any time that the SN measurement is target-
originated. It is known that the PSNF-m is superior to the SNF in performance at a cost of increased computational 
load. It suggestan image tracking algorithm that combines the template matching and the PSNF-m to estimate the 
states of a tracked target.  

VI. IMPORTANT MODULES

Image Processing 
                                                                    Fig:  7.1 Image Processing Flow Graph 
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Input Image 

This image captured through any one of the plugged cameras (i.e. integrated camera or external web camera) is used 
as input image to the HGRS system.It is captured by following image processing function- 
System.Drawing.Bitmap�image�=�
(Bitmap)Bitmap.FromFile(@"D:\HGRS_Project\HGRS\Db_Images\IP_Image"�+�i�+�".jpg");�

Gray Scale Image 

The input image captured through above function is then converted into light black & white color shade (i.e. in gray 
scale form ) to remove the color variation effetct. This is done through following image processing  funcion- 
Grayscalegc�=�new�Grayscale(0.2125,�0.7154,�0.0721);�
using�(Bitmap�GSampleImage�=�gc.Apply(image))�
���{�
�������//�Saving�the�grayscale�image�provide�good�quality�
GSampleImage.Save(@"D:\HGRS_Project\HGRS\Db_Images\Gray_Image"�+�i�+”.jpg");�
�
���}�
Cany Image 

In this precess edge points of all the objects in the captured images are  mapped through its shape and convert it into 
negative image pattern. That image is then input to the bb_image function. Cany image conversion uses following 
function-   
//�Detecting�image�edges�and�saving�the�result�
CannyEdgeDetector�CED�=�new�CannyEdgeDetector(0,�70);�
CED.ApplyInPlace(GSampleImage);�
GSampleImage.Save(@"D:\HGRS_Project\HGRS\Db_Images\Cany_Image"+i+".jpg");�
System.Drawing.Bitmapim�=�
(Bitmap)Bitmap.FromFile(@"D:\HGRS_Project\HGRS\Db_Images\Cany_Image"+i+".jpg");�

BB Image(Big Blob Image) 

This funtion uses cany image to calibrate the maximum surface area from the frame. That surface area is then 
cropped from the frame and stored as bb_image(i.e final blob blob image) in database. This bb_image is also used to 
match with the pattern of  those stored images in database- 
ExtractBiggestBlob�bb�=�new�ExtractBiggestBlob();�
ip_im�=�(Bitmap)bb.Apply(im);�
//Resize�Image�
ResizeBicubic�filter�=�new�ResizeBicubic(60,�80);�
ip_im�=�filter.Apply(ip_im);�
ip_im.Save(@"D:\HGRS_Project\HGRS\Db_Images\bb_Image"�+�i�+�".jpg");�
i++;�

VII. RESULTS
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VIII. CONCLUSION

We are developing a gesture recognition system that is proved to be robust for ASL gestures. The system is fully 
automatic and it works in real-time, static background. The advantage of the system lies in the ease of its use. The 
users do not need to wear a glove, neither is there need for a uniform background. Experiments on a single hand 
database have been carried out. 
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